OIPTT: Breaking into Industry Sponsored Research: Strategies from Faculty Champions and Tips for Success

Monthly Seminar Series for Faculty and Graduate Students
Memorial Union | 12:00-1:30 p.m. | Lunch provided

► SEPT. 8 Finding Industry Partners with Chris Williams
► OCT. 12 Protecting Your Research Data When Engaging Industry Collaborators with Balaji Narasimhan
► NOV. 11 How Sylvia Cianzio Balances a Diverse Research Portfolio
► DEC. 8 How Bryony Bonning Develops Successful Budgets and Proposals from Industry Sponsors
► FEB. 7 How Alison Robertson Uses Field Trials and Commodity Agreements in Her Research Portfolio
► MAR. 7 How Matt Darr Successfully Selects Amongst the Flexible Solutions for Sponsored Project Agreements
► APR. 11 How ISU Protects Intellectual Property with Jim Oliver

Attend one or all seven sessions!

REGISTER AT: Learn.iastate.edu
QUESTIONS: Industry-contracts@iastate.edu, 515-294-4740